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Goethe Yearbook 19
This collection of essays, theEast-West Divan, is the opening book ... most poignantly in the poem ‘Gingko Biloba’ – a plea for a more informed and compassionate understanding of the East. When we ...
East-West Divan: In Memory of Werner Mark Linz
“West-East Divan” contains poems, notes and essays by the German poet, dramatist, novelist and philosopher. Inspired by the Divan of Hafez (c. 1325-1389), Goethe (1749–1832) blends his own character ...
Director Mohsen Hosseini working on performance lamenting elimination of Persian gardens
The long tradition of malting in Milwaukee is taking a bit hit as Malteurop, 3830 W. Grant St., is idling its plant and eliminating 28 jobs.
Malteurop's idling spells near-end of Milwaukee's long malting history
Jairam Ramesh’s new book, which charts the journey of Edwin Arnold’s poem, is a significant addition to the study of the revival of Buddhism in the twentieth century ...
Review: The Light of Asia; The Poem That Defined Buddha
The saga of displacement is never-ending as Nayeri shows in the book in five different sections. In the first part, ‘Escape’, Nayeri talks about her home in Iran and how the post-Revolution ...
Unending saga of displacement
This year, for the first time, Oakland's Cultural Affairs Division began accepting nominations for the city's inaugural Poet Laureate program.
Meet Oakland's First Poet Laureate: Dr. Ayodele "WordSlanger" Nzinga
From scenes of Hamlet to speeches of Julius Caesar, he even celebrates Valentine’s Day with his love sonnets! The anthology is a collection of 365 wonderful passages, every note full of significance ...
Collection of stories & poems curated for you
In the editorial, titled “No, this is not a poem, it is the misuse of a poem for anarchy”, Pandya described the poem he was alluding to as “pointless angst written in agitation”. He also described the ...
How to order Gangasnan of poetry
Bustan Seeds of Culture’s Takht Ensemble, and Palestinian vocal soloist Dalal Abu Amneh in commissioned works by Kareem Roustom and Kinan Abou-afach inspired by Andalusian poetry, and the traditional ...
The Crossing Releases WORDS ADORNED
Every time I describe a city I am saying something about Venice,” Marco Polo says to Kublai Khan in Invisible Cities (1972), Italo Calvino’s reimagining ...
Ravenna Between East and West
The Phelps Dodge copper smelter just west ... back East, that he found his fellow Gadsden bar patrons that first night an amiable lot. No one asked him about ambiguity in the poems of T.
Thornton Wilder’s Desert Oasis
There was a comment about one reader’s submission that was labeled as “mocking of poetry.” Karen Memone wrote “Connecticut is the only place I know where you can get caught in a traffic ...
Letter: On poetry and traffic
Over the past eight weeks, we have been asking aspiring bush poets to send in their best bush prose. Here are the finalists.
Finalists of the 2021 ABC Far North – Cairns Show Society Bush Poetry competition
It’s tempting to conclude that Summertime does a disservice to its cast of young performers by giving them the impression that if they were to stand up on a city bus and start reciting a spoken word ...
Cynics need not apply to the sunny spoken-word celebration of Summertime
The book entitled “Hafez Love Poems in the Mirror of German Poetry” (“Hafis ... including “Hafez and His Divan”, which was published in 2016. Photo: Front cover of Berlin-based Iranian scholar Nasser ...
Book on German literati inspired by Hafez poetry published
MUSIC: The Takeover, 6-9 p.m. Thursdays, The Square at Union Centre, 9285 Centre Pointe Drive, West Chester Township ... RECREATION: Warbird Rides, Lunken Airport, 262 Wilmer Ave., East End. Book your ...
Things to do in Cincinnati this week: July 12-18
Immersive plays featuring poetry from the Tang Dynasty (618-907), combined with gorgeous lighting and a hydro-screen, were recently staged at the Slender West Lake scenic area in Yangzhou, East ...
Immersive plays attract visitors to Slender West Lake
Nzinga is the founding producer and director of the West Oakland theater company Lower ... Nzinga is the author of at least two books of poetry: SorrowLand Oracle, a collection of spells ...
Oakland’s Poet Laureate
The second event in a three-part series promoting Micronesian poetry will be taking place ... Pacific Islands Development Program at the East-West Center in Honolulu. The third segment of the ...
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